
#35449, Rent - House, Belgrade, DEDINJE BELI DVOR

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

HOUSE 200 m² €1,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT INDEPEN YES 3 0 3 1 YES NO 1 1

LOT (AR) BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS LEVELS

0.5 3 2 PR+I+SUT

Excellently maintained and recently renovated, semi-detached house. It is located in newly built part of Dedinje, in vicinity of Beli

dvor (White castle). Neighborhood is rich with green surfaces and areas intended for relaxation. What is characteristic for this

location is that is not very busy and it is isolated. Commercial zone of Dedinje is located at only a few minute driving distance

from the new Bridge over Ada. House is very modern and furnished according to standards of modern life. It is indrawn in

comparison to the street and isolated from the noise. It spreads to three levels. Basement level occupies about 50

m<sup>2</sup> and consists of dining room, kitchen, bathroom, wardrobe and a garage. Ground floor is in level of the garden

and spreads to 70-80 m<sup>2</sup> of surface. It consists of spacious living room with a fireplace, kitchen, smaller bathroom,

one more wardrobe and a laundry room. This level has access to smaller, isolated yard in shape of letter L. First floor level is

excellently organised space with functional room layout. It comprises of three bedrooms and one spacious bathroom. Two of the

rooms are connected between themselves, one is equipped with single bed while the other can be used as a study room, but

there is also a possibility of separating these rooms. House is equipped with a lot of closets and has two fully equipped kitchens.

There is one quite spacious garage at disposal, suitable for one car, as well as one space for parking in front of the house. It is

painted fully equipped and highly functional. price for the furnished house is 1.900 eur.
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